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The risk exposure of a given threat to an information system is a function of the likelihood

of the threat and the severity of its impacts. Existing methods for estimating threat like-

lihood assume that the attacker is able to cause a given threat, that exploits existing vul-

nerabilities, if s/he has the required opportunities (e.g., sufficient attack time) and means

(e.g., tools and skills), which is not true; often, s/he can perform an attack and cause the

related threat only if s/he has the ability to access related resources (objects) of the system

that allow to do so. This paper proposes a risk estimation method that incorporates

attacker capabilities in estimating the likelihood of threats as conditions for using the

means and opportunities, demonstrates the use of the proposed risk estimation method

through two examples: video conferencing systems and connected vehicles, shows that

changing attacker capabilities changes the risks of the threats, and compares the uncer-

tainty of experts in evaluating the likelihood of threats considering and not considering

attacker capabilities for two experiments. The results of the experiments suggest that

experts are less uncertain about their estimations of threat likelihoods when they consider

attacker capabilities.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Developing a secure Information System (IS) requires assess-

ing the risks to the IS and mitigating the identified threats.

However, organizations have business goals and budget con-

straints that require addressing only a subset of the threats to

the ISs they develop. Thus, they estimate the risk exposures of

the threats (A function of the likelihood of the threat and the
fraunhofer.de (L. ben Oth
eric.bodden@sit.fraunho
ot to produce a set of nu

rved.
severity of its impacts (Wheeler, 2011)) and use the informa-

tion to prioritize addressing the threats (McGraw, 2006).1 The

accuracy of risk exposure estimates leads to more realistic

prioritization of the threats and therefore better return on

investment.

Security experts produce widely different risk estimates

because they have different opinions about the difficulty at-

tackers have in exercising the threats against the system. The

high uncertainty in the estimated risk exposure, indicated by
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mbers but to enable ordering the threats (Apostolakis, 2004).
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the high differences between the estimates, leads the busi-

ness managers to view the exercise as of uncertain practical

value and limits the ability of using the information to prior-

itize the threats (Boehm, 1991; Bonnette, July 2003; Wheeler,

2011). The main causes of the failure of security assessment

according to Hubbard (Hubbard, 2009) are: failure to measure

the effectiveness of the proposedmethod, use ofmethods that

are found to include errors and biases, and do not use

methods that are proven to work.

A commonly practiced approach in risk estimation is to

identify all possible attack scenarios and estimate their risks

(using maximum details). This approach is very costly and is

not preferred in business projects. The alternative approach is

to use a set of factors for estimating the risks of the threats

grouped into classes using specific logic. (The methods we

enumerate in this section fall in this category.) For example,

the OCTAVE (Alberts and Dorofee, 2002) uses the factor clas-

ses: (1) motives to cause the threats; (2) means, which include

required skills and knowledge to execute attacks and avail-

ability of tools; and (3) opportunities, which include time to

perform the attack and number of allowed failed attempts.

The factor classes used by NIST SP 800-30 (Stoneburner et al.,

2002) are: (1) capabilities of the attacker, such as resources,

expertise, and opportunities to perform attacks; and (2) intent

of the attacker; that is, perseverance in attacking a specific

asset to obtain sensitive information. (The definitions of the

terms used in this paper are summarized in Table 1). Unfor-

tunately, there is little formal guidance about the selection of

the factors to use in the estimationmodels (Pardue et al., 2009).

Risk estimation methods, currently, separate the treat-

ment of insider threats (violations of security policy by mis-

using granted privileges (Yasinsac, 2010).) and non-insider

threats. However, in many cases, the same threat could be

performed by insiders (entities that have access to data or

resources (Bishop and Gates, 2008)) and non-insiders. For
Table 1 e Definitions of used risk-related terms.

Term

Access A specific type of interaction between a subject and

(National Computer Security Center (NCSC), 1988)

Asset Things that have values and are required to achie

Attacker capability The ability to access a set of resources (objects) of

Impact The potential consequence of a risk that may harm

be financial, legal, operational, damage reputation

Means The tools, skills, and knowledge required to perform

Resource An entity (Object) that contains or receives inform

(National Computer Security Center (NCSC), 1988).

Opportunities The circumstances that make attacking the system

allowed failed attempts (cf. (Alberts and Dorofee,

Risk The combination of a threat with one or more vul

(Dubois et al., 2010).

Risk exposure A function of the likelihood of the threat and the

define risk exposure (Boehm, 1991)).

Security policy A statement of what is, and what is not, allowed (

Threat Potential attacks, carried out by agents, that target

security policies of the given system (Bishop, 2012

Threat agent An agent that can cause harm to assets of the ISs

Threat likelihood Measures the frequency and possibility that the g

Threat severity Measures the impacts of the given threat in terms

Vulnerability A characteristic of an IS asset or group of IS assets t

et al., 2010).
instance, an attacker who intends to cause the threat “inter-

ruption of a security camera of a corporation” and knows how

to push the power off button of the camera, or knows how to

cut the communication cable, cannot cause the threat unless

s/he has the capability “physical access to the camera,”where

attacker capability is the ability to access a set of resources

(objects) of the IS to exercise threats. Also, an attacker who

plans to exercise the same threat and has time, expertise,

knowledge, and tools to craft command messages to the

camera to power it off cannot cause the threat unless s/he has

the capability “inject messages to the network of the organi-

zation.” Thus, attacker capabilities often conditions the use of

acquired means and opportunities to cause threats (ben

Othmane et al., 2013a).

Existing risk estimation methods commonly consider

attacker capabilities as the resources (e.g., malware, scripts),

knowledge, and expertise that could be used to cause threats,

e.g., (Stoneburner et al., 2002). However, threats, often, could

be exercised only if specific conditions are satisfied. These

conditions include successful exercise of specific threats (e.g.,

getting insiders to collaborate), specific system configuration

(e.g., VB script or ActiveX are enabled in the browser), and

access to object resources that could be used in the attack

scenarios. In this paper we investigate the use of attacker

capabilities to access the resources (perform actions on the

system resources) of the given system as conditions to use

means and opportunities. (We consider attacker resources,

knowledge and expertise as means to cause threats.) Previ-

ously, Duggan et al. considered accesses to resources (i.e.,

attacker capabilities) as a risk estimation factor (Duggan et al.,

Sep. 2007), but not as conditions for exercising the threats,

which we do in this paper.

This paper discusses the use of attacker capabilities in

estimating the likelihoods of threats and shows how consid-

ering attacker capabilities, as extra information given to the
Definition

an object that results in the flow of information from one to the other

.

ve the goals of the IS (Dubois et al., 2010).

the IS to exercise threats.

the assets of a system or an organization (Dubois et al., 2010). It could

, and privacy violation.

actions that cause the given threat. (cf. (Alberts and Dorofee, 2002)).

ation, such as records, files, programs, video displays, and devices

We use the terms object and resource in this paper interchangeably.

possible, such as the time to perform the attack and the number of

2002)).

nerabilities leading to an impact harming one or more of the assets

severity of its impacts (Wheeler, 2011) (Bohem used close terms to

Bishop, 2012).

ISs's assets (Dubois et al., 2010). In general, it is a potential violation of

).

(Dubois et al., 2010).

iven threat occurs (cf. (Wheeler, 2011)).

of losses and damages (cf. (Wheeler, 2011)).

hat can constitute a weakness or a flaw in terms of IS security (Dubois
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experts in estimating the risks of threats (ben Othmane et al.,

2013a), improves the accuracy of risk estimation. The main

contributions of the paper are: (1) propose a method for

incorporating attacker capabilities in estimating the likeli-

hood of threats as conditions for causing the threats; (2)

illustrate the method through two examples; (3) demonstrate

that removing attacker capabilities can reduce security risk to

ISs; and (4) evaluate the effect of considering attacker capa-

bilities on the uncertainty in estimating the likelihoods of

threats through 2 experiments. This work shows that the in-

formation “attacker capability,” which we propose to use,

improves the quality of the risk estimates (since it reduces the

uncertainty in the estimates) in the later approach.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we give an over-

view of related work (Section 2). Then, we discuss attacker

capabilities and their likelihoods (Section 3), we propose a risk

estimation method that incorporates attacker capabilities

(Section 4) and discuss how tomitigate risks through changing

attacker capabilities (Section 5). Next, we illustrate the use of

the method through two examples: a video conferencing

system and connected vehicles (Section 6), evaluate the pro-

posed risk estimation method (Section 7), and discuss the

impacts of the results on the state of the art (Section 8). We

conclude the paper afterwards.
2. Related work

Wedescribe in the following a set of publications that describe

risk estimation methods close to the work we present in this

paper and we show how our work is different.

The TREsPASS Project (The TREsPASS Project, Oct. 2014)

aims to develop tools to systematically support, predict, pri-

oritize, and prevent complex attacks that cleverly exploit

multiple vulnerabilities, involving physical infrastructures

and human. The expected results of the project should help

the defenders to make rapid decisions regarding which at-

tacks to block since, for example, the attackers can gain

knowledge very fast and the infrastructure can change

rapidly.

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

(OWASP, December 2011) proposes an approach for esti-

mating security risk that combines the likelihood and severity

of each threat using inference rules. Likelihood of a threat is

estimated through evaluating a set of factors thatmeasure the

threat agent (the entity that causes the threat, e.g., attacker)

and chances to discover and exploit vulnerabilities related to

the threat. The severity of a threat is estimated by evaluating a

set of factors thatmeasure its business and technical impacts.

Business impacts include financial losses and privacy viola-

tions. Technical impacts include loss of confidentiality,

integrity, availability, or accountability. The scores of the

factors of the likelihood of a particular threat are added up and

divided by the number of factors. The resulting score is

transformed using a function that maps scores to qualitative

valuesee.g., low, medium, and high. The same applies for

severity.

Ekelhart et al. (Ekelhart et al., 2009) developed a prototype

of a framework for information security risk management,

AURUM, for supporting NIST 800-30 risk management process
(Stoneburner et al., 2002). The framework uses a security

ontology to describe the IS, a threat catalog based on the

German IT Grundschutz (BSI, August 2012) and the EBIOS

(ANSSI, Jan. 2010) threat catalogs, a vulnerabilities catalog,

and a catalog for security controls (countermeasures that

include policies, processes, procedures, organizational struc-

tures and software and hardware components (ISO/IEC 27002,

2005).) for ISs' resources/assets. The framework determines

the likelihood of a given threat using the likelihood of the

threat in previous estimates, the likelihood of threats that

cause the given threat, and the likelihood of exploiting related

vulnerabilities. In addition, the framework recommends

controls that mitigate identified risks, evaluates the security

controls, and analyzes their costs and benefits. It also includes

an interactive tool that allows the decisionmakers to evaluate

security solution strategies given a set of costs and benefits

criteria, such as revenue, reputation, and performance.

Chivers et al. (Chivers et al., 2009) observe that most threat

assessment methods are based on identifying threat paths

used by attackers to compromise assets, which link point of

entries of the given system to the assets they target. These

methods ignore the reality that the attackers compromise the

system components that allow them to reach the assets of the

system they are trying to compromise. They propose the use

of risk profile, such that each component of the system is

associated with a risk profile: a set of attacks that, after

compromising the system's components, enables the at-

tackers to attack the system. Basically, attackers exploit the

trust (and privileges) between the components of the given

system to reach from an initial component that they

compromise to other system components that manage the

targeted assets. The proposed approach supports the propa-

gation of security risk among the components of the system

and enables readjustment of the security risk to the system

when components changeewithout the need for a full

reevaluation of the risk of the new system.

Wheeler (Wheeler, 2011) proposes a qualitative model (i.e.,

uses fuzzy values like low, high) that measures the security

risk considering the sensitivity of the resources, the likelihood

of the threats, and the severity of exploiting the vulnerabil-

ities. The sensitivity aspect measures the consequence of the

threat for the organization, e.g., financial loss. The severity

aspect measures the magnitude of the vulnerability indepen-

dently of the threat source and the asset sensitivity in terms of

affected confidentiality, integrity, availability, and account-

ability. The likelihood of a threatmeasures the probability that

the related vulnerabilities are successfully exploited and the

frequency of the occurrence of the threat. The main factors

used to measure threat likelihood are: the size of the threat

universe (the scope of the user community that can exploit the

vulnerability, e.g., Internet users, insiders, or administrators),

motivation of threat actors, sophistication of the given attack

or required level of skills, knowledge of organization and

system, level of existing security controls to mitigate the

threat, and attractiveness of the target. The model uses rela-

tive scales to rate risk based on predefined criteria for each

level of the scale and relies on the knowledge and experience

of the assessor to apply the scale to the threats.

The approach that we propose considers that threat like-

lihood measures the likelihood to exploit vulnerabilities

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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related to the given threat and the frequency of the occurrence

of the threat, which is similar to the approach proposed by

Wheeler (Wheeler, 2011); relies on the knowledge and expe-

rience of risk assessors to use a set of factors and scales to

estimate the risk of the evaluated threats, which is similar to

the approaches proposed by Wheeler (Wheeler, 2011) and

OWASP (OWASP, 2011), and supports the propagation of se-

curity risk among the threats to the system as proposed by

Chivers et al. (Chivers et al., 2009) and Ekelhart et al. (Ekelhart

et al., 2009).
3. Attacker capabilities and their likelihoods

This section defines attacker capabilities and describes how to

identify them and to estimate their likelihoods.
3.1. Description of attacker capabilities

Macmillan Dictionary defines capability as the “ability to do

something” and the “number of weapons, soldiers, etc. that a

country has for fighting a war” (Dictionary, 2014).2 This defi-

nition is aligned with the current use of term attacker capa-

bility, such as in NIST SP 800-30 (Stoneburner et al., 2002); that

is, the means that a given attacker hasei.e., skills, knowledge,

time, expertise and tools.

A cyber security attacker could have the motives, means,

and opportunities (i.e., OCTAVE classes of factors) to cause a

specific threat or the capabilities and intents (the NIST classes

of factors). However, s/he can often perform an attack and

cause the related threat only if s/he has the capability to ac-

cess or use a related system resources (objects) to do so. For

instance, an attacker who wants to eavesdrop on messages

exchanged between two parties and has the required means

and opportunities to cause the threat cannot do so unless s/he

can “access the communication link” between the two parties

or to one of the terminals used in the communication. We call

this ability to access a set of resources (objects or components

of the system including communication links between the

components) of the IS to exercise threats an attacker capa-

bility.3 Attacker capabilities are conditions for causing the

threats to a given IS, not as information describing the po-

tential attackers. This condition does not apply to all threats.

For instance it does not apply to most social engineering

threats.

Security policies specified by the management (manage-

ment access policies) could be formulated using the tuple

<S,O,A,E>, where S is the set of subjects, O is the set of objects,

A is the set of actions, and E is the set of conditions, including

purposes and contexts of the access (Bishop et al., 2010)eThe

objects of the system are the system resources4 and actions

(or operations (Hu et al., Sep. 2006)) are the access types (or

access methods) on these objects. Ideally, these policies
2 These definitions are aligned with the ones of the Oxford
dictionaries and the Cambridge dictionary.

3 Attacker capabilities are with respect to ISs.
4 It is common in the access control literature to use the term

resources for the objects of the given system, e.g., (Bishop et al.,
2010) and (Hu et al., Sep. 2006).
should be the source of attacker capabilities. However,

implementing access policies results, sometimes, in providing

the subjects with more privileges than the ones specified by

the policies (Bishop et al., 2010). The reasons for the differ-

ences between the management access policies and the

effective access policies include the difficulty to implement ac-

cess conditions, such as intents. For instance, insiders could

misuse their access privileges to exercise threats, e.g., an in-

sider who has physical access to the server hosting an online

Web application (e.g., online booking of airline tickets) and

aims to interrupt the application could perform the attack by

(just) unplugging the power cable of the server. Thus, the

effective access policies are the source of attacker capabilities,

which could be formulated using the tuple <S,O,A>.5

The concept of “attacker capability” extends the Informa-

tion Systems Security Risk Management (ISSRM) domain

model proposed by Dubois et al. (Dubois et al., 2010). Fig. 1

depicts the conceptual model of security risk assessment

considering attacker capabilities. The definitions of the terms

used in this model are provided in Table 1 6 In this model, a

threat, when it occurs (i.e., as an event), compromises an asset

and has a set of impacts. A threat could be caused by

exploiting a vulnerability, e.g., an attacker intercepts mes-

sages exchanged between two parties and exploits the

weakness that data are in plain-text. (Further discussion

about the ISSRM domain model and how it is developed is in

(Dubois et al., 2010).)

The shaded area of Fig. 1 includes the concepts that extend

themodel: “motive,” “means,” “opportunity,” and “capability.”

The concepts “motive,” “means,” and “opportunity” are

commonly used in the literature with slightly different

meaning, e.g., in (Alberts and Dorofee, 2002; Risk Steering

Committee, Sep. 2008). The concept “capability” is the new

concept that we introduce in this paper. A threat agent re-

quires means, opportunities, and capabilities to perform at-

tacks. Means include skills, knowledge, and tools;

opportunities include time to perform a successful attack; and

capability is the ability to access or use a set of system re-

sources to exercise threats; that is, the ability to use appro-

priate means and opportunities to cause the threat by

exploiting related vulnerabilities. The means that a given

threat agent could use to cause a given threat depend on the

capabilities that s/he has.

Note that the motives to cause a given threat may not

depend on attacker capabilities. For instance, an attacker

frustrated by the limited flowofwater in the pipe that supplies

his/her house may aim to stop the mechanism (which is the

goal) through e.g., changing the firmware of the device that

limits the water flow (which is the threat). Some threats could

also be exercised without the need for attacker capabilities.

This, for example, applies to social engineering threats. (Social
5 Bishop et al. have previously used the tuple in formulating
“feasible” policy (Bishop et al., 2010).

6 There are variety of definitions in the literature for each risk-
related concept/term. We use, when possible, the definitions
provided by Dubois et al. (Dubois et al., 2010), since the work
aligns the different definitionsewhich helps to have a common
understanding of the concepts.
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engineering threats are not attacker capabilities because they

are not accesses to the resources).

3.2. Identification of attacker capabilities

The identification of attacker capabilities for a given IS re-

quires identifying all the access modes to the given system.

The attacker capabilities could be formulated using the tuple

<O,A>, where O is the set of objects and A is the set of actions;

we discard the subjects from the tuple because we consider

that all are potential attackers. The elements of the tuple

could be derived from the system architecture7 as follows:

1. Decompose the system into objects/components;

2. Identify the type of each object, e.g., hardware, software,

database and communication link;

3. Enumerate all possible accesses to each object. This could

be performed using a template that lists the attacker ca-

pabilities for each object type that attackers need when

using the given object to perform attacksesee e.g., Table 2.

Note that we use communication link to refer to data in

transit on a communication link in Table 2. (It is also possible

to use data objects, not communication link.) This gives the

attacker perceptive view of the accesses to the resources, e.g.,

view “read messages” as “intercept messages.”

We claim that these steps are sufficient to allow the pro-

cess to identify all the (known) attacker capabilities of the

system. First, the use of the system architecture assures the

enumeration of all the objects/components that compose the
7 The architecture of an IS is the set of structures that compose
it, including the software and hardware elements, relations
among them, and properties of both (cf. (Clements et al., 2011)),
where the (object) resources are the system components.
given system. Second, the use of attacker capabilities tem-

plate assures enumeration of all (known) attacker capabilities

for the given object.8
3.3. Estimation of capability likelihood

Attacker capabilities likelihood measures how likely potential

attackers could have the given capability, which allows them

to attack the ISs. The metric could be computed using his-

torical data if it were available.

An alternative approach is to have experts who estimate

the chances that attackers could have the capabilities. E.g.,

each expert (or a set of experts) assigns a score that measures

the expectation that attackers could have the given capability

c using the scale 0 to 4, where 4 means that certainly the at-

tackers could have the capability, 3 indicates the attackers

may have the capability, 2 indicates the attackers could have

the capability, 1 indicates the attackers are unlikely to have

the capability, and 0 indicates that it is very unlikely (still may

be possible) they have the capability. To have capability like-

lihood values in the range 0e1, we could map the scores to

values in the interval 0 to 1. The experts could use a set of

factors to estimate the attacker capabilities, which depend on

the operational context of the given system. These may

include the location of the system resourcesee.g., cameras in

the streets, the number of the instances of the specific

resource (e.g., number of sensors available for use), the

number of potential attackers that can have the capabilities,

the distance that the attackers have to travel to perform to

access the resource, i.e., the distance between the potential

attackers and the given resource.
8 The enumeration approach is similar to the one used by the
STRIDE approach for threat modeling (Howard and Lipner, 2006).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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Table 2 e Example of attacker capabilities template.

Object type Example of capabilities

Hardware device Physical access.

Software component Local access (e.g., copying).

Communicate with the component

from within the local domain.

Communicate with the component

from outside the local domain.

Database Query the database and

Modify the data files.

Communication link Intercept messages and

Modify messages

Remove messages.

Table 3 e List of symbols used in the method.

Sym-bol Description

R(t) Risk estimate of threat t.

m Number of factors used to estimate the severity of

the impacts of threats.

n Number of factors used to estimate the ease of

causing the threats.

Fij(t) Evaluation, in terms of score, of the impact factor

j of threat t.

Flcj ðtÞ Evaluation, in terms of score, of the likelihood factor

j of threat t with respect to capability c.

Ck(t) Likelihood that potential attackers have capability k.

Sckt Likelihood of easiness of causing threat t using

capability ck.

S(t) Likelihood of easiness of causing threat t.

O(t) Likelihood of occurrence frequency of threat t.

L(t) Likelihood of threat t.

I(t) Likelihood of the impact of threat t.
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For some attacks a potential attacker needs a set of l ca-

pabilities ck that are required all together to perform threat t.

We formulate this case using Equation (1), which computes

the likelihood of capability C from the likelihoods of the l

capabilities.

C ¼
Yk¼l

k¼1

ðckÞ (1)

4. Risk estimation method considering
attacker capabilities

This section proposes an approach for estimating the likeli-

hood, the severity, and the risk of security threats. It uses a set

of symbols described in Table 3.
4.1. Overview of the risk assessment process

Risk assessment determines the risks associated with IS

(Stoneburner et al., 2002). The process for assessing security

risks includes identifying the threats to the system, esti-

mating their risks and identifying controls for mitigating the

risksei.e., addressing the threats. The main steps of the pro-

cess, as shown in Fig. 2 (cf. (Stoneburner et al., 2002)), are:

� Describe the system. We identify the boundaries9 of the IS

and its software architecture; that is, the components and

the relationships among them and the environment.

� Identify the threats. We identify the assets10 to protect and

the motivations, and capabilities (using approach

described in Subsection 3.2) of the attackers. Then, we

identify the threats applicable to the IS. We can use as

guidelines the German IT Grundschutz threat catalog (BSI,

August 2012), the EBIOS threat catalog (ANSSI, Jan. 2010)

and the STRIDE taxonomy (Hernan et al., November 2006).

� Identify the vulnerabilities. We identify flaws and weak-

nesses of the system that could be exploited by attackers.
9 A domain within which a particular security policy or security
architecture applies.
10 A system resource required to be protected by the informa-

tion system's security policy, intended to be protected by a
countermeasure, or required for a system's mission (Shirey, Aug
2007).
� Analyze the security controls. We analyze the security

controls that are implemented or are planned for imple-

mentation to reduce the likelihood or severity of threats. A

control is either technical or nontechnical. Technical con-

trols are safeguards incorporated into hardware or soft-

ware, such as access control mechanisms and intrusion

detection systems. Nontechnical controls aremanagement

and operational controls, such as security policies and

operational procedures.

� Estimate the likelihoods of threats. We derive scores that

indicate the expectation that the threats occur considering

potential vulnerabilities of the system, the effectiveness of

existing security controls, the attacker capabilities and

motivations, and the means and opportunities that po-

tential attackers may use. We describe the estimation

process in more details in Subsection 4.2.

� Estimate the severities of the threats. We identify the

consequences of causing threats to the system, which can

be financial, legal, operational, safety, privacy, or reputa-

tion damage. We describe the estimation process in more

details in Subsection 4.3.

� Estimate the risk. We compute the risk exposure of each

threat to the system. We describe in more details the pro-

cess in Subsection 4.4.

� Recommend security controls. We identify security con-

trols that mitigate the identified threats or reduce the risk

to an acceptable level.
4.2. Estimating threat likelihood

We define the likelihood of a threat as the expectation that the

threat occurs. The objective approach to estimate the likeli-

hood of a given threat is to collect historical data (e.g., events

log of the operating systems) and use them to compute the

frequency of occurrence of the threat during a specific period.

However, data are rarely available and we have to rely on

expert opinions to estimate the likelihood of threats.

The likelihood of a given threat combines two scores: ease

of causing the threat and threat occurrence frequency. The

ease of causing the threat t estimates the difficulty attackers have

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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to attack the system and cause the threat, which is measured

as the expectation that potential attackers have the required

capabilities, opportunity and means to cause the given threat.

The threat occurrence frequencymeasures the expectation of the

frequency that attackers cause the threat, assuming they have

required capability, means, and opportunities. In the

following, we discuss how to estimate both quantities.

4.2.1. Estimating ease of causing a threat
The experts assign scores to factors11: elapsed time, specialist

expertise, knowledge of the system, window of opportunity,

and required equipment and tools; they select for each factor

the level of complexity/difficulty required to develop attacks

that cause the evaluated threat. The levels of complexity/

difficulty aremapped to numerical values based on predefined

scales such as the ones in Table 4.

Let Ck be a capability required to cause threat t and assume

we have the evaluations of the n factors {Fl1(t),…,Fln(t)} in

terms of scores provided by a technical expert. The score of

ease of causing threat t is the sum of the scores of the factors

multiplied by the capability likelihood. Equation (2) formu-

lates the computation of ease of causing threat t considering

attacker capability Ck.

Sck
t ¼

0
@Xj¼n

j¼1

Flckj ðtÞ
1
A� CkðtÞ (2)

Some threats could be associated with several options of

capabilities. In this case, the score of ease of causing a threat is

themaximum of the scores of ease of causing the threat using

all possible capabilities. Equation (3) formulates the
11 The factors are close to the ones used in ISO18045 (ISO/IEC,
18045, 2008) to estimate the efforts required to create and
demonstrate an attack that exploits a vulnerability.
computation of the ease of causing threat t considering all

attacker capabilities.

SðtÞ ¼ max
�
Sck
t

�
(3)

Recall that there are several other factors that condition

causing threats, such as system configurationseas discussed

in the introduction. The equations we provide above do not

consider these conditions, however they could be extended to

do so.

4.2.2. Estimating threat occurrence frequency
We define the likelihood of occurrence frequency of threats as

the likelihood of attackermotivationsee.g., financial gain, fun,

fame and technical advancement. Business experts (who are

familiar with the business aspect of the system) identify

attacker motivations in attacking the system and use the in-

formation to provide an estimate of the threat occurrence

frequency.12

4.2.3. Estimating the likelihood of a threat
Equation (4) provides the formula for computing the likelihood

of threat t; which combines the score of ease of causing the

threat, S(t), and the score of the threat occurrence frequency,

O(t).

LðtÞ ¼ SðtÞ � OðtÞ (4)

4.3. Estimating threat severity

The experts associate scores for the factors: financial, legal,

operational, safety, privacy and reputation damage (ISO/IEC,

18045, 2008), which are described in Table 5. They select for

each factor the level of magnitude of losses or harms that the

evaluated threat causes. The magnitudes of losses and harms

are mapped to numerical values based on predefined scales

such as the ones in Table 5.

Assume we have the evaluations of the m factors

{Fi1(t),…,Fim(t)} in terms of scores provided by a business

expert. The score of severity of threat t is the sum of the scores

of the factors. Equation (5) formulates the computation of the

severity of a given threat t.

IðtÞ ¼
Xj¼m

j¼1

FijðtÞ (5)

Note that business experts could use the impact factors of

Table 5 or other impact factors that better describe the im-

pacts of the threats for the IS being assessed.
4.4. Estimating the risk exposures of threats

Equation (6) formulates the risk exposure of threat t, which

combines the likelihood of the threat and its severity. The risk

exposure scores are mapped to risk exposure levels in the

scale 0 to 1 using a function such that the possible maximum

score is mapped to 1 and 0 is reserved for score 0.
12 Computing the occurrence frequency of a threat as the sum of
the attacker motivations for causing the threat is an over-
estimate because the motivations are not totally independent.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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Table 4 e Factors for estimating the ease of causing the threats.

Factor Description Example of scales

Elapsed time Time taken to identify a vulnerability related to the threat being

analyzed, and to develop and perform an attack that causes the threat.

2 for 1 year, 4 for 1 month, 6 for 1

day and 8 for few minutes.

Specialist expertise Level of generic knowledge about the product typeee.g., protocols,

operating system, algorithmseand the principles required to cause the

threat.

8 for layman, 6 for professional, 3

for expert and 1 for multiple

experts.

Knowledge of the system Specific expertise about the systemee.g., configuration parameters,

location of files, etc.

2 for deep knowledge is required, 4

for generic knowledge is required

and 8 for no knowledge is required.

Window of opportunity Number of samples that the attacker can obtain or number of attacks

without identificationee.g., number of password trials before the

system disables the username.

8 for unlimited, 6 for one year, 4 for

one month, 2 for one day and 1 for

few minutes.

Required equipment

and tools

Equipment and tools required to identify and exploit vulnerabilities

related to the given threat, e.g., equipment to perform power analysis

of a smart card (Messerges et al., 2002).

0 for not available, 2 for available

only to experts, 4 for expensive

equipment and 8 for cheap

equipment or script available on

the Internet.
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RðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ � LðtÞ (6)

5. Risk mitigation through changing attacker
capabilities

Software will be often shipped with known and future vul-

nerabilities and many of these vulnerabilities will be discov-

ered and exploited. We can however reduce the risk exposure

associated with the exploitation (Manadhata andWing, 2011).

We propose, in the following, reducing risk through changing

attacker capabilities and a metric to measure the efficiency of

changing attacker capabilities.

5.1. Reducing security risk through changing attacker
capabilities

Recall that attacker capabilities are conditions for exercising

threats; that is, an attacker can only cause a threat t if s/he has
Table 5 e Factors for estimating severity of threat impact.

Factor Description

Financial Losses of revenue and cost for repairing the IS. Lo

measured in terms of monetary value, e.g.eabove

Legal Legal impacts resulting from the threat, such as in

property theft, potential lawsuit from customers.

Operational Duration of interruption of services of some or all

components of the IS, e.g., interruption of gatewa

BackOffice (BO) for 1 minute.

Safety Harms resulting from the threat and their level, e

injuries for one person and death of several perso

Privacy Losses of private information of customers or em

e.g., unauthorized disclosure of sensitive data of c

to third parties for second use without their agree

Reputation damage Damage to the reputation of the IS and the organi

e.g., customers' dissatisfaction, project terminatio

organization closure.
one of the required capabilities for the threat. Therefore, one

approach to mitigate a given threat is to deny potential at-

tackers the required capabilities, or the ones with high likeli-

hoods. Thus, a change in attacker capabilities may substitute

the need to implement a set of security controls.

The techniques to deny attacker capabilities to IS depend

on the capabilities themselves. Nevertheless, there are two

common techniques that commonly apply. The first tech-

nique is changing the IS architecture; that is, changing the

software and hardware components of the IS and/or relations

among them. An example follows. Let an ISs be composed of

devices given to customers that communicate with a remote

Web application. Assume the system requires the use of a

secret computation that could be deployed either in the de-

vices or in the Web application. An attacker who wants to

learn the secret computation needs either to get the code from

one of the devices or get it from the remote office. An

approach to mitigate the threat is to deploy the sensitive

computation in the remote office because it is highly likely

that attackers can get access to a device, extract the code,
Example of scales

sses are

100 000V.

0 for no loss, 1 for low, 2 for moderate, 3 for heavy and 4

for very heavy loss.

tellectual 0 for no legal issues, 1 for customers do not notice the

legal infractions, 2 for customers do notice the legal

infractions, 3 for legal complaints and 4 for penalty due

to legal complaints.

the

y,

0 for no interruption, 1 for interruption but customers

are not aware, 2 for interruption and customers are

aware, 3 for system down for few hours and 4 for system

down for few days.

.g., light

ns.

0 for no injuries, 1 for light injuries, 2 for severe injuries,

3 for few fatal injuries, 4 for multiple fatal injuries.

ployees,

ustomers

ments.

0 for no data access, 1 for anonymous access, 2 for

specific data for a set of customers, 3 for identity

compromise of a customer and 4 for identities of many

customers are compromised.

zations,

n,

0 for no damage, 1 for customers are not happy, 2 for

losing some customers, 3 for losing the big customers

and 4 for decommissioning the system.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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reverse engineer it, and get the secret computation; that is,

potential attacker are highly likely to be able to access a device

of a customer that runs the code.

The second technique of denying attacker capabilities is to

change access control policy of the IS; that is, to change the

access privileges of the users on the resources of the system.

An example follows. Assume an attacker, who is an employee

of an organization, has the capability to remotely access the

server that hosts the components of the IS, which allows him

to interrupt the server. An approach tomitigate the threat is to

change the policy such that only system administrators can

access the server. So, a change of the policy could deny po-

tential attacker capabilities and avoid related threats.

Note that in some cases it is not possible to deny the

attacker capability.
5.2. Evaluating the efficiency of changing an attacker
capability

Assumewe have an ISwhich has two threats Tm and Tk, where

threat Tm depends on capability Cm and threat Tk depends on

capability Ck. Let RO
m be the risk of threat Tm and RO

k be the risk

of threat Tk. Assumewe change the architecture of the IS such

that attackers acquire capabilities Ch and Cl and lose capability

Cm and Ck. Let RN
m be the new risk of threat Tm, which requires

capability Ch, and RN
k be the new risk of threat Tk, which re-

quires capability Cl. We consider that an IS architecture

change reduces the risk of the system if the sum of the risks of

the threats after applying the change is smaller than the sum

of the risks of the threats before applying the change; that is,

the change improves the security of the IS if and only if

Equation (7) holds true.

RN
k þ RN

m � �RO
k þ RO

m

�
<0 (7)

We define efficiency of capabilities change as the relative risk

improvements resulting from the capability changes. Effi-

ciency metric is useful in the case of choosing a software ar-

chitecture option among a set of alternatives. Equation (8)

formulates the efficiency of such operation as the risk

improvement divided by the initial risk (i.e., risk level before

the change activity) of the system. The results of the equation

could be used to rank alternative options.
Fig. 3 e Video Conferencing Sys
Ec ¼ RN
k þ RN

m � RO
k � RO

m

RO
k þ RO

m

(8)

6. Examples of using capability-based risk
estimation and mitigation

This section illustrates the use of attacker capabilities in

estimating security risks of two example systems: video

conferencing systems (Subsection 6.1) and connected vehicles

(Subsection 6.2).

6.1. Example 1: video conference system

This section illustrates the use of our proposed approach

using as example a Video Conferencing (VC) system. First, we

describe the system including the assets. Then, we estimate

the risks associated to the system. Next, we give examples on

how changing attacker capabilities reduces the risks to the

system.

6.1.1. Description of the system
A VC system, as the one illustrated by Fig. 3, allows two or

more users, each equippedwith a VC station, to communicate

and share applications and documents, while being at

different locations. It is commonly used, for example, in

business meetings and online lectures. The parties can (1)

capture and exchange video, audio, and data, and (2) control

the devices of the remote station, e.g., change the direction of

the camera or zoom on an object. The devices at a station

include: camera for video input, television for video output,

microphone for audio input, speaker for audio output, and

computer for data and application sharing.

Motivatedmalicious attackers could be interested to snoop

on organization meetings stealthily, view documents in the

meeting rooms, or disturb the meeting schedules of the staff

of the organization and their partners (cf. (Perlroth, January

2012)). They cause threats to the system that allow them to

achieve their goals.

In the following we illustrate the use of the proposed

method for estimating the risks of threats to the VC system
tem and associated attacks.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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Table 6 e Sample of attacker capabilities corresponding to the system.

ID Capability Score Likelihood

C1 The attacker can discover the VC station (e.g., through port scan.)

and the station has automatic reply feature on.

4 0.8

C2 The attacker can eavesdrop the communication between communicating

stations, e.g., through sniffing the network.

4 0.8

C3 The attacker can remove, inject, or modify messages exchanged between communicating stations.

This includes sending fabricated commands to the VC station.(C3 includes C2)

3 0.5

C4 The attacker can remotely access a VC station and change installed software, e.g., using an already

installed malware.

2 0.2

C5 The attacker has physical access to control the use of the VC, e.g., power it on or off. 2 0.2

C6 The attacker can modify the hardware installed in the VC station and change its circuits

(e.g., maintenance officer).

1 0.01

Table 7 e Selected set of threats to the system and associated attacker capabilities.

ID Threat Example of attack scenarios Required
capabilities

T1 Unauthorized join of meetings. VC station has auto-answer feature on. The attacker sends connect

request to the VC station and joins automatically the meetingseno

authentication is required.

C1 or C4 or C6

T2 Unauthorized control of the movements

of the camera.

The attacker guesses the authentication credentials (e.g., uses easy to

guess passwords) of one of the users who has the authorization to

control the movements of the camera.

C3 or C4 or C6

T3 Unauthorized access to frames exchanged

between the VC station and

communicating stations.

The attacker updates the VC station firmware to send him a copy of

each frame sent to other VC stations.

C2 or C4

T4 Unauthorized modification of frames sent

from a VC station to communicating

station.

The attacker controls one of the routers used in the communication

between both partiesee.g., an Internet service provider. He captures

the frames exchanged between the VC stations, which are not signed,

modifies them, and injects the modified frames to the receiving party.

C3 or C4 or C6

T5 Interrupt the VC station. Assume that the VC does not implement a protection from Denial of

Service (DoS) attacks (Gilgor, 1983). The attacker exploits the

vulnerability and floods the VC station with high rate ofmessages until

the station stops responding.

C3 or C4 or C5 or C6

T6 Unauthorized change of the behavior of

the VC station.

Assume that updating the firmware of the VC station does not need

authentication. The attacker exploits the weakness and uploads a

modified firmware to the VC station, which changes the behavior of

the device.

C4 or C6
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and show how changing attacker capabilities could be used to

mitigate threats.

6.1.2. Estimating the security risks of the system
Assume we identified the initial attacker capabilities and

threats to the VC system using the risk assessment process

described in Section 4.1. We apply the risk estimationmethod

as follows. First, we evaluate for each attacker capability

whether it is certain, easy, possible, unlikely or very unlikely

that potential attackers can have the given capability. This

requires (1) identification of entities that have the capability

and (2) estimation of the chance that one or a set of the en-

tities become attackers. We report the authors' own percep-

tion about the likelihood of a set of attacker capabilities

corresponding to the VC system, as an illustration of the ac-

tivity, in Table 6.13

Second, we identify for each threat one or many attack

scenarios and the capabilities required to cause it. Table 7 lists
13 The table shows attacker capabilities scores, which are
derived from the truth values as discussed in Subsection 3.3.
a selected set of threats to the VC system and their related

attacker capabilities.

Third, we evaluate for each threat the factors that measure

the ease of causing it byusingoneof the capabilities andassign

a score to each factor.We estimate also the occurrence of each

threat using information about the possible motivations to

cause them, such as for fun, for fame and for financial gains.

Table 8 reportseas an illustration of the activityethe authors'
evaluation about the scores of the factors for each threat.

The scores provided in Table 8 show that for some threats

the scores for the same factor vary based on the attacker

capability being considered. For instance an attacker who in-

tends to cause “Interruption of the VC station” threat (i.e.,

threat T5) and has physical access to the VC station (i.e.,

capability C5) does not need time to figure out how to push the

power off button of the VC system, neither expertise, knowl-

edge, equipment, or window of opportunityewe score 8 for all

the factors. In contrast, an attacker who plans to cause the

same threat but uses the capability inject messages (i.e., has

capability C3) needs time, expertise, knowledge, and tools to

figure out how to craft a message of a command to the VC

station to power it off.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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Table 8 e Evaluation of the likelihood factors of the selected set of threats to the system.

ID Threat Capability Elapsed
time

Specialist
expertise

Knowledge of
the system

Window of
opportunity

Required
equipment

Occurrence Total
score

T1 Unauthorized join of meetings. C1 4 6 4 8 8 1 24 (30)

C4 4 3 4 8 8 1 5.4 (27)

C6 4 3 4 8 8 1 0.27 (27)

T2 Unauthorized use of the VC station. C3 4 3 4 8 8 1 13.5 (27)

C4 4 3 2 8 2 1 3.8 (19)

C6 4 3 2 8 1 1 0.18 (18)

T3 Unauthorized access to frames exchanged between a VC station and

communicating station.

C2 6 6 8 8 1 1 23.2 (29)

C4 6 6 8 8 1 1 5.8 (29)

T4 Unauthorized modification of frames sent from a VC station to

communicating station.

C3 4 6 8 8 8 1 17 (34)

C4 4 3 2 1 8 1 3.6 (18)

C6 4 3 2 1 8 1 0.18 (18)

T5 Interrupt the VC station. C3 4 3 2 1 2 0.5 3 (12)

C4 4 3 2 1 4 0.5 1.4 (14)

C5 8 8 8 8 8 0.5 4 (40)

C6 4 3 2 1 4 0.5 0.07 (14)

T6 Unauthorized change of the behavior of the VC station. C4 4 3 2 1 2 1 2.4 (12)

C6 4 3 2 1 2 1 0.12 (12)

Note: Values between parentheses are the sum of the likelihood factor scores without considering the capability likelihoods.

Table 9 e Evaluation of the severity of the selected set of threats to the system.

ID Threat Safety Privacy Financial Operational Reputation
damage

Total score

T1 Unauthorized join of meetings. 0 3 4 0 4 11

T2 Unauthorized use of the VC station, e.g., control the movements of the camera. 0 4 4 1 4 13

T3 Unauthorized access to frames exchanged between a VC station and communicating station. 0 3 4 0 4 11

T4 Unauthorized modification of frames sent from a VC station to communicating station. 0 3 4 0 4 11

T5 Interrupt the VC station. 0 0 1 4 1 6

T6 Unauthorized change of the behavior of the VC station. 0 0 2 4 4 10
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Table 10 e Estimation of the risk exposure of the selected set of threats.

ID Threat Likelihood Severity Risk

T1 Unauthorized join of meetings. 24 11 264

T2 Unauthorized use of the VC station, e.g., control the movement of the camera. 13.5 13 175.5

T3 Unauthorized access to frames exchanged between a VC station and communicating station. 23.2 11 255.2

T4 Unauthorized modification of frames sent from a VC station to communicating station. 17 11 187

T5 Interrupt the VC station. 4 6 24

T6 Unauthorized change of the behavior of the VC station. 2.4 10 24
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Fourth, we evaluate for each threat the severity factors and

we assign scores that indicate the size of expected losses and

damage. Table 9 reports about the authors own perception

about the factors for each threat.

Fifth, we compute the risk exposure of each threat using

the likelihood and severity data. Table 10 provides the likeli-

hood, severity, and risk exposure scores of the selected threats

for the VC system.

Note that there are two combinations of attacker capabil-

ities: (1) alternative capabilities, which we represent using the

operator “or” and (2) joined capabilities, which we represent

using the operator “and.”

6.1.3. Risk reduction by changing attacker capabilities
This section provides two examples that show how changing

attacker capabilities reduces the risk of the system. Their

description follows.

Example 1. Attackers wishing to cause threat T1 (unautho-

rized join of meetings) may use capability C1 (the attacker can

discover the VC station). If we change the system architecture

such that the VC stations do not reply to probing messages,

then attacker capability C1 becomes obsolete. Therefore, the

attackers can cause the threat using capabilities C4 or C6, but

not C1. The change reduces the risk exposure of threat T1 from

score 264 (Table 10) to score 59.4.

Example 2. Attackers wishing to cause threat T5 (interrupt

the VC station) may use capability C5 (physical access to

control the use of the VC system). If we remove the buttons of

the VC station and give the responsibility of using the remote

control to the roommanager, we make capability C5 obsolete.

Now, the attackers can still cause the threat using capabilities

C3, C4 or C6, but not C5. This change reduces the risk exposure

of threat T5 from score 24 (see Table 10) to score 18.
Fig. 4 e Architecture of connected ve
6.2. Example 2: connected vehicles

This section illustrates the use of our proposed approach

using the example system-Connected Vehicles. First, we

describe the system and then we estimate the risk exposures

associated to the system.

6.2.1. Description of the system
A connected vehicle, as the one shown in Fig. 4, has a set of

sensors and ECU) that use an in-vehicle network to commu-

nicate and control various operations of the vehicle. Modern

connected vehicles have the ability to connect with personal

devices, road side units and communicate with neighboring

vehicles, service centers (ben Othmane et al., 2013b). This is

used in several applications such as eCall, fleet management,

and remote firmware update.

Besides traditional physical attacks, connected vehicles,

because of their features, provide attackers the option to

remotely connect with the vehicle and conduct attacks (ben

Othmane et al., 2013b). Connected vehicles are prone to

cyber-threats, for instance, an attacker could connect to the

in-vehicle network of a connected vehicle, remotely update an

ECU to disrupt its braking system, and make it crash with

other vehicles. In the following we illustrate the use of the

proposed method for estimating the risk exposures of threats

to connected vehicles and show how changing attacker ca-

pabilities could be used to mitigate threats.

6.2.2. Estimating the security risk exposures of the system
We studied typical connected vehicle architectures to identify

a set of potential threats. Then, we selected a subset of these

threats which we believe are highly significant in the context

of modern vehicles (Ruddle, March 2010). Based on these

threats, we enumerated a set of possible attacker capabilities

that are essential for an attacker to realize these threats. Table
hicle (ben Othmane et al., 2015).
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Table 11 e Sample of attacker capabilities corresponding to the system.

ID Capability Score Likelihood

C1 Attacker can physically access the CAN bus (e.g. connect a new ECU to the CAN bus) 3 0.5

C2 Attacker can remotely inject messages to CAN bus 2 0.2

C3 Attacker can spoof external GPS signals 4 0.8

C4 Attacker can control communication between the vehicle and the Internet 2 0.2

Table 12 e Selected set of threats to the system and associated attacker capabilities.

ID Threat Example of attack scenarios Required
capabilities

T1 Falsification of speedometer

reading of the vehicle

An attacker may alter the speedometer reading seen by the driver, whichmay

cause the driver to make wrong driving decisions.

C1 or C2

T2 Disruption of the braking system of

the vehicle

An attacker may disable the breaking system while the car is in motion, or

apply breaks when the driver doesn't expect it.
C1 or C2

T3 Disruption of the emergency

response system of the vehicle

(e.g., OnStar)

Some modern vehicles are equipped with emergency response systems,

where the driver and passengers can contact some party to request assistance

in emergency situations. An attacker may completely disable this system or

falsify any information provided by the system.

C1 or C3 or C4

T4 Generating false check lights in the

dashboard on the vehicle

Drivers depend on information displayed in the dashboard for warnings such

as low tire pressure and low fuel level. An attacker may alter this information

to trick the driver into driving the car until it runs out of fuel or making him/

her pull over due to a false tire pressure warning.

C1 or C2

T5 Locking the gearstick in a fixed

position

An attacker can use such an attack to render the vehicle immobile. C1 or C2

T6 Sending deceptive messages to the

infotainment system

An attacker sends wrong GPS information on behalf of a neighboring vehicle,

so it receives non desired infotainment service.

C1 or C3 or C4

T7 Remotely update an ECU Attacker may update an ECU of the vehicle with malicious firmware forcing

the vehicle to misbehave.

C2
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11 lists the identified capabilities. Table 12 describes the

selected threats and shows the related capabilities.

We conducted a questionnaire to obtain expert opinions on

the set of capabilities and threats we identified, which we

describe in details in Section 7. First, the experts rated each

capability in terms of the likelihood that an attacker may

obtain that capability. The possible optionswere “Impossible”,

“Very Unlikely”, “Likely”, “Possible”, “Highly Likely”, “Certain/

Sure.” Next, the experts rated the factors listed in Table 4 for

each threat. Finally, they rated these factors with respect to

each applicable capability of each threat.

Table 13 reports about the authors own evaluation of the

likelihood factors of the selected set of threats to the system,

Table 14 reports about the authors own perception about the

severity of each threat. Table 15 provides the risk exposure

score of each of the selected threats.

6.2.3. Risk exposure reduction by changing attacker
capabilities
This section provides two examples that show how changing

attacker capabilities reduces the risk of the system. Their

description follows.

Example 1. Attackers wishing to cause threat T3 (disruption

of the emergency response system of the vehicle) may use

capability C3 (the attacker can spoof external GPS signals). If

we change the system architecture such that the connected

vehicles use a positioning system resistant to spoofing

(Jafarnia-Jahromi et al., 2012), capability C3 becomes obsolete.

Therefore, the attackers can cause the threat using
capabilities C1 or C4, but not C3. The change reduces the risk

exposure of threat T3 from score 168 (Table 15) to 91.

Example 2. Attackers wishing to cause threat T6 (sending

deceptive messages to the infotainment system) may use

capability C3 (the attacker can spoof external GPS signals). If

we change the system architecture such that the connected

vehicles use a positioning system resistant to spoofing

(Jafarnia-Jahromi et al., 2012), capability C3 becomes obsolete.

Therefore, the attackers can cause the threat using capabil-

ities C1 or C4, but not C3. The change reduces the risk exposure

of threat T6 from score 144 (Table 15) to 84.
7. Evaluation of the proposed risk estimation
method

This section evaluates whether considering attacker capabil-

ities helps the security experts to provide more accurate risk

estimates or not. In the following we describe the evaluation

method that we use (Subsection 7.1), describe and report the

results of two experiments we use to evaluate the method

(Subsection 7.2), and conclude the evaluation (Subsection 7.3).

7.1. Uncertainty evaluation method

There are two approaches for evaluating the estimation er-

rors: the error approach and the uncertainty approach. The

error approach measures the difference between the esti-

mated values and the corresponding presumed true values.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2015.03.001
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Table 13 e Evaluation of the likelihood factors of the selected set of threats to the system.

ID Threat Capability Elapsed
time

Specialist
expertise

Knowledge of
the system

Window of
opportunity

Required
equipment

Occurrence Total
score

T1 Falsification of speedometer reading of the vehicle C1 6 6 4 2 8 1 13 (26)

C2 4 6 4 2 8 1 4.8 (24)

T2 Disruption of the braking system C1 6 6 4 2 8 1 13 (26)

C2 4 1 4 2 8 1 3.8 (19)

T3 Disruption of the emergency response system of the vehicle (e.g., OnStar) C1 6 6 4 2 8 1 13 (26)

C3 8 8 4 2 8 1 24 (30)

C4 8 8 2 2 8 1 5.6 (28)

T4 Generating false check lights in the dashboard on the vehicle C1 6 6 4 2 8 1 13 (26)

C2 4 1 4 2 8 1 3.8 (19)

T5 Locking the gearstick in a fixed position C1 6 6 4 2 8 1 13 (26)

C2 4 6 4 2 8 1 4.8 (24)

T6 Sending deceptive messages to the infotainment system C1 6 8 4 2 8 1 14 (28)

C3 8 8 4 2 8 1 24 (30)

C4 8 8 4 2 0 1 4.4 (22)

T7 Remotely update an ECU C2 2 1 2 2 0 1 1.4 (7)

Note: Values between parentheses are the sum of the likelihood factor scores without considering the capability likelihoods.

Table 14 e Evaluation of the severity of the selected set of threats to the system.

ID Threat Safety Privacy Financial Operational Reputation damage Total score

T1 Falsification of speedometer reading of the vehicle 3 0 0 1 3 7

T2 Disruption of the braking system of the vehicle 4 0 0 2 4 10

T3 Disruption of the emergency response system of the vehicle (e.g., OnStar) 0 0 2 2 3 7

T4 Generating false check lights in the dashboard on the vehicle 0 0 0 1 0 1

T5 Locking the gearstick in a fixed position 4 0 0 2 3 9

T6 Sending deceptive messages to the infotainment system 0 0 2 2 2 6

T7 Remotely update an ECU 4 0 0 4 4 12
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Table 15 e Estimation of the risk exposure of the selected set of threats.

ID Threat Likelihood Severity Risk exposure

T1 Falsification of speedometer reading of the vehicle 13 7 51

T2 Disruption of the braking system of the vehicle 13 10 130

T3 Disruption of the emergency response system of the vehicle (e.g., OnStar) 24 7 168

T4 Generating false check lights in the dashboard on the vehicle 13 1 13

T5 Locking the gearstick in a fixed position 13 9 121

T6 Sending deceptive messages to the infotainment system 24 6 144

T7 Remotely update an ECU 1.4 12 16.8
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The uncertainty approachmeasures the bounds within which

a true value may be reasonably presumed to lay (Birch, Mar.

2003).

The use of the error approach in estimating the risk

exposure of threats is not feasible because of the difficulty to

get historical data about threat occurrence frequenciese-

which could be considered the true values. We adopt the

second approachewhich is feasibleeto evaluate the method

we propose for estimating the ease of causing threat (defined

in Section 4.2).

The uncertainty approach uses the standard deviation as a

metric of uncertainty (Working Group 1 of the Joint

Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM/WG 1), 2012)

(Birch, Mar. 2003) (Physical Measurement Laboratory of NIST,

Oct. 2000).14 The approach is commonly used in Physics and

Chemistry to measure the uncertainty of the results of the

experiments. Measuring the uncertainty of the results allows

accounting for the conditions of the given experiment, such as

the precision of the measurement instruments.

Note that we use the term uncertainty, which is commonly

used when evaluating decisions with incomplete information

and lack of knowledge (Agarwal et al., 2004), such as in

Dempster-Shafer evidence theory (Shafer, 1976) and fuzzy

logic (Zadeh, 1975). We use the term uncertainty in this paper

tomean ameasurement that “characterizes” the dispersion of

the values of a sample (Working Group 1 of the Joint

Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM/WG 1), 2012).

This uncertainty metric, in the context of our experiments,

measures the degree to which the elements within the sample

differ from the sample mean. The metric is based on the

assumption that if a set of experts provide close estimates for

the ease of causing a given threat, then the estimates are

considered accurate, otherwise it indicates how much we are

uncertain about the accuracy of the estimates.15

z1 ¼
X
i¼1::5

xi (9)

z2 ¼ y�
X
i¼1::5

xi (10)
14 Note that the NIST defines uncertainty for a single measure-
ment (Physical Measurement Laboratory of NIST, Oct. 2000) while
Birch defines uncertainty for a sample of measurements (Birch,
Mar. 2003). We use the latter in this work.
15 This is based on the common social behavior to believe in

facts that the experts agree upon and have uncertainty about
facts that the experts provide different opinions about them.
Dz1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i¼1::5

�
vz1
vxi

� Dxi

�2
vuut
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i¼1::5

ðDxiÞ2
r (11)

The score of ease of causing threat that we aim to measure

combines the scores of a set of factorsesee section 4.2.

Equation (9) formulates the ease of causing threat without

considering attacker capabilities in terms of the 5 factors of

Table 4, represented by variables xi. Equation (10) formulates

the ease of causing threat considering attacker capabilities in

terms of the 5 factors represented by variables xi and capa-

bility y.16

Equation (11) formulates computing the uncertainty of

ease of causing threat without considering attacker capa-

bilitiesecomputed using z1eand Equation (12) formulates

computing the uncertainty of ease of causing threat consid-

ering attacker capabilitiesecomputed using z2. The equations

use Andraos' derivation formula for computing uncertainty

using partial derivatives of the variables used to compute z1
and z2 (Andraos, 1996).

17

Dz2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i¼1::5

�
vz2
vxi

� Dxi

�2

þ
�
vz2
vy

Dy

�2
vuut

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i¼1::5

ðy� DxiÞ2 þ
  X

i¼1::5

xi

!
� Dy

!2
vuut

(12)

7.2. Evaluation experiments

The goal of the study is to investigate whether using attacker

capabilities improves the accuracy of the expert estimates of

likelihood of the ease of causing threats or not. The study

addresses the following research question: Does incorpo-

rating attacker capabilities reduce the uncertainty in the ex-

perts opinions about the likelihood of the ease of causing

threats?

We describe and report in the following the results about

two quantitative analysis experiments (Wohlin et al., 2012)

that we conducted to answer this research question. (Both

experiments address the same research question.)
16 The equation is equivalent to Equation (2).
17 We have a class Type B of uncertainty evaluation (Working

Group 1 of the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM/
WG 1), 2012) (Birch, Mar. 2003).
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7.2.1. Experiments planning
This section describes the planning of evaluation experi-

ments. The planning includes the hypothesis to be tested by

the experiments, dependents and independent variables, ex-

periments design, and instrumentation.

Hypothesis. The objective of the study is to check whether

considering attacker capabilities in risk estimation reduces

the uncertainty of the likelihood of the ease of causing threats

or not. We test the following hypothesis:

The uncertainty in the ease of causing threat when not

considering attacker capability is equal to the uncertainty

of ease of causing threat when considering attacker

capabilities.
18 This data collection was carried out with the Purdue Univer-
sity IRB authorization (Exemption #1309014017).
19 We received input from 10 participants. We discarded the

data of 4 participants because e.g., the data is incomplete.
20 This data collection was carried out with the Purdue Univer-
7.2.1.1. Variables. The variables that we want to study are

called dependent variables and the variables that we can

control/manipulate are called independent variables (Wohlin

et al., 2012). In this experiment, the independent variables

are the likelihood estimation factors provided in Subsection

4.2. They are: elapsed time, specialist expertise, knowledge of

the system, window of opportunity, and required equipment

and tools. The dependent variables are: (1) the uncertainty of

ease of causing threat without considering attacker capabil-

ities and (2) the uncertainty of ease of causing threat consid-

ering attacker capabilities. The formulas to compute both

dependents variables are provided in Subsection 7.1.

7.2.1.2. Design. We developed 2 questionnaires to test

whether incorporating attacker capabilities reduces the un-

certainty that experts have in evaluating the likelihood of the

ease of causing threats or not. We used the questionnaires to

collect expert opinions about the likelihood of ease of causing

threats for hypothetical IS: a VC system and connected vehi-

cles. Each questionnaire includes two parts:

1. Part 1eEstimating the likelihood of ease of causing threats

without considering attackers capabilities. In this part each

security expert evaluates for each threat the factors that

measure the ease of causing the threat.

2. Part 2eEstimating the likelihood of ease of causing threats

considering attackers capabilities. In this part each expert

estimates the likelihood of each attacker capability and

evaluates for each threat the factors formeasuring the ease

of causing the threat considering the applicable attacker

capabilities.

We used Equations (11) and (12) to compute the uncertainty

in the measurement ease of causing threat for each threat for

both questionnaire parts. Then, we tested the hypothesis of

the study/experiments.

We discuss in the following the conduct of the

experiments.

7.2.2. Experiments operation
The selection criteria of participants for both experiments are:

(1) experience with security attacks, (2) experience with risk
assessment, and (3) good knowledge about the domain of the

system object of the study. We discuss in the following the

conduct of the 2 experiments.

7.2.2.1. Experiment 1: video conferencing system. We sent re-

quests to a set of domain experts and security experts in

October 2013. The domain experts were software developers

of a video conferencing system, which are trained to develop

secure softwareeincluding doing threat modeling and risk

estimation. The security experts where security researchers

who are familiar with the system. The questionnaire was

available for the participants for fewweeks.18We accepted the

data of 6 full participants: 3 security experts and 3 domain

experts19

7.2.2.2. Experiment 2: connected vehicles. We sent invitations

to a set of security experts to participate in the study in

November 2013. The experts were security researchers who

are familiar with connected vehicles. The questionnaire was

available for the participants for few weeks.20 We received 9

full participations in this study.

7.2.3. Data analysis and interpretation
This subsection reports about the analysis we performed on

the data collected using both experiments.

7.2.3.1. Experiment 1: video conferencing system. We

computed the mean and the uncertainty of the expert esti-

mates for each threat for both parts of the questionnaire.

Table 16 reports the estimates of the capability likelihoods and

Table 17 reports the means and uncertainty of the threat

causing ease likelihoods considering and not considering

attacker capabilities.

Table 17 shows that the mean of the uncertainty of the

likelihoods of the ease of causing threats without considering

attacker capabilities is 4.60 and themean of the uncertainty of

likelihoods of the ease of causing threats considering attacker

capabilities is 2.29. The t-test concludes that there is a sig-

nificant difference in the scores for considering attacker ca-

pabilities (M ¼ 2.29, SD ¼ 0.28) and not considering attacker

capabilities (M ¼ 4.60, SD ¼ 0.26) conditions; t (5) ¼ 14.41, p-

value ¼ 2.898e-05. Moreover, the effect test concludes that the

difference is of practical significance; the value of the effect

size is 8, which is more than the threshold 0.33. These results

suggest that incorporating attacker capabilities in estimating

the likelihoods of the ease of causing threats reduces the

uncertainty of the estimates.

Table 17 indicates that threat T1 (Unauthorized join of

meetings) has the highest priority and threat T6 (Unautho-

rized change of the behavior of the VC station) and T2 (Un-

authorized use of the VC station) have the lowest priority if we

do not consider attacker capabilities in estimating the ease of

causing threats, and threat T3 (Unauthorized access to frames
sity IRB authorization (Exemption #1310014174).
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Table 16 e Estimate of capability likelihoods. (Average of
the experts' estimates).

ID Attacker capability Mean STD

C1 The attacker can discover the VC station and

the station has automatic reply feature on.

0.42 0.23

C2 The attacker can eavesdrop the

communication between communicating

stations

0.56 0.17

C3 The attacker can remove, inject, or modify

messages exchanged between

communicating stations

0.33 0.15

C4 The attacker can remotely access a VC station

and change installed software

0.31 0.16

C5 The attacker has physical access to control

the use of the VC

0.36 0.29

C6 The attacker can modify the hardware

installed in the VC station and change its

circuits

0.31 029

Table 18 e Estimate of capability likelihoods. (STD stands
for Standard Deviation).

ID Attacker capability Mean STD

C1 Attacker can physically access the CAN bus

(e.g. Connect a new ECU to the CAN bus)

0.46 0.23

C2 Attacker can remotely injectmessages to CAN

bus

0.46 0.21

C3 Attacker can spoof external GPS signals 0.62 0.22

C4 Attacker can control communication between

the vehicle and the Internet.

0.62 0.26
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exchanged between a VC station and communicating station)

has the highest priority and threat T2 (Unauthorized use of the

VC station) has the lowest priority if we consider attacker

capabilities.

We believe that the threat ranking when considering

attacker capabilities is more realistic. For instance, we believe

that Threat T3 (Unauthorized access to frames exchanged

between a VC station and communicating station) is the

easiest threat to cause because it is easy for potential at-

tackers to eavesdrop the communication link between the

communicating stations (capability C2) and use it to cause the

threat. Also, it is difficult to cause threat T1 (Unauthorized join

of meetings) because that requires the ability to change the

behavior of the target VC station (capabilities C4 and C6) or to

discover the VC station assuming it has the automatic reply

feature on (capability C1).

7.2.3.2. Experiment 2: connected vehicles. We computed the

mean and the uncertainty of the expert estimates for each

threat for both parts of the questionnaire. Table 18 reports the

estimates of the capability likelihoods and Table 19 reports the

means and uncertainty of the threat causing ease likelihoods

considering and not considering attacker capabilities.

Table 19 shows that the mean of the uncertainty of the

likelihoods of the ease of causing threats without considering

attacker capabilities is 5.20 and themean of the uncertainty of
Table 17 e Estimate of likelihoods of ease of causing threats co

ID Threats

T1 Unauthorized join of meetings

T2 Unauthorized use of the VC station

T3 Unauthorized access to frames exchanged between a

VC station and communicating station

T4 Unauthorized modification of frames sent from a VC

station to communicating station

T5 Interrupt the VC station

T6 Unauthorized change of the behavior of the VC station

Mean
likelihoods of the ease of causing threats considering attacker

capabilities is 2.23. The t-test concludes that there is a sig-

nificant difference in the scores for considering attacker ca-

pabilities (M ¼ 2.23, SD ¼ 0.09) and not considering attacker

capabilities (M ¼ 5.20, SD ¼ 0.49) conditions; t(5) ¼ 14.17, p-

value¼ 3.143e-05.Moreover, the effect size test concludes that

the difference is of practical significance; the value of the ef-

fect size is 2 which is more than the threshold 0.33. These

results suggest that incorporating attacker capabilities in

estimating the likelihoods of the ease of causing threats re-

duces the uncertainty of the estimates.

Table 19 indicates that if we do not consider attacker ca-

pabilities the 5 threats have close ease of causing threat like-

lihood and threat T4 (Generating false check lights in the

dashboard on the vehicle) has the highest priority. The table

indicates also that if we consider attacker capabilities there

are two groups of threats based on the closeness of their

average ease of causing threat likelihood. Threat T3 (Disrup-

tion of the emergency response system of the vehicle (e.g.,

OnStar)) and threat T6 (Sending deceptive messages to the

infotainment system) form the group with highest priority,

group A, and the remaining threats form the group with the

lowest priority, group B.

We believe that the threat ranking when considering

attacker capabilities is more realistic; that is, it is easier to

cause the threats T3 and T6 than the others. The reason is that

it is easier for attackers to communicate remotely with a

target vehicle than to have physical access to its internal

networkee.g., its Controller Area Network (CAN) bus and the

tools and knowledge required to cause the threats are

becoming availableesee e,g., (Miller and Valasek, 2014). For

instance, Checkoway et al. (Checkoway et al., 2011)
nsidering and not considering attacker capabilities.

Not considering
attacker capabilities

Considering attacker
capabilities

Mean Uncertainty Mean Uncertainty

20.67 4.58 8.68 2.20

14.83 4.68 5.97 2.02

19.00 4.97 10.50 2.18

15.33 4.56 6.68 2.21

20.33 4.69 10.17 2.85

14.83 4.15 6.62 2.28

4.60 2.29
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Table 19 e Estimate of likelihoods of ease of causing threats considering and not considering attacker capabilities.

ID Threats Not considering attacker
capabilities

Considering attacker
capabilities

Mean Uncertainty Mean Uncertainty

T1 Falsification of speedometer reading of the vehicle 19.82 4.62 9.43 2.30

T2 Disruption of the braking system of the vehicle 18.27 5.53 8.43 2.17

T3 Disruption of the emergency response system of the vehicle (e.g., OnStar) 18.55 5.68 11.57 2.36

T4 Generating false check lights in the dashboard on the vehicle 20.82 4.88 7.97 2.11

T5 Locking the gearstick in a fixed position 18.73 5.70 8.51 2.15

T6 Sending deceptive messages to the infotainment system 18.27 4.76 11.37 2.28

Mean 5.20 2.23
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demonstrated a set of remote attacks on a connected vehicle

that has e-call application.

7.2.4. Validity of the study
This section discusses the limitations of the validity of the

study and the measures we took to control them. The classes

of validity are: conclusion validity, internal validity, construct

validity, and external validity (Wohlin et al., 2012).

7.2.4.1. Conclusion validity. This validity concerns the rela-

tionship between each experiment and the results of the

related data analysis. We addressed this validity using three

measures. First, we tested the hypothesis using two ques-

tionnaires, each evaluates the hypothesis for a specific IS

example. Second, since the sizes of the samples of both tests

are limited, we used the student distribution to infer our re-

sults. The student distribution is used in situations where the

sample size, drawn from a normal distribution, is small

(Gosset, 1908). We also used the effect size to test whether the

difference between two sample means (in this case the mean

of the likelihood uncertainties) is of practical consequence. A

low effect size indicates that we shall not derive conclusions

from the results and a high effect size indicates that the re-

sults could be used to derive conclusions. The effect size value

is compared to the threshold 0.33, which is a consensus

value.21 Third, we targeted participants who are supposed to

be security experts. Unfortunately, since the questionnaire

was online and data collection was anonymous, we may had

participants who were not security experts.22

7.2.4.2. Internal validity. This validity concerns the causal

relationship between the experiments and the results of the

analysis. There are three limitations to the internal validity of

the experiments. First, the questionnaire for Example 1 invites

the participants to watch a video that shows attacks that

apply to the system, which may impact the opinions of the

experts. Second, the experiment results could be affected by

the fact that each participant must take successively the two

parts of the questionnaire, and the hypothesis compares the

data of these parts. Third, the experiment results could be

affected by the quality of the questions. We addressed this
21 See for example http://www.fgse.nova.edu/edl/secure/stats/
lesson5.htm.
22 We used authentication code for the questionnaire, which

should help to control this threat.
threat by testing the questionnaire before making them

available online.

7.2.4.3. Construct validity. This validity concerns the relation

between the experiments and the hypothesis and between the

experiments and the results of the analysis. There are 2 lim-

itations to the validity of the study. The first is the difference

between perception and reality in questionnaires (Likert). The

second is the choice of independent variables; we used, in the

experiments, a set of factors for estimating the likelihood of

threats that are commonly used, but their effectiveness is not

assured (We discuss the issue in the next section.).

7.2.4.4. External validity. This validity concerns the condition

to the generalization of the results. The study could be

generalized further; we already tested the hypothesis using

two experiments, each evaluates the hypothesis for a specific

IS example.
7.3. Summary and conclusions

This section focuses on evaluating whether incorporating

attacker capabilities reduces the uncertainty in the experts

opinions about the likelihood of the ease of causing threats or

not. The evaluation is performed using a quantitative analysis

experiments that tests the hypothesis: The uncertainty in the

ease of causing threat when not considering attacker capa-

bility is equal to the uncertainty of ease of causing threat

when considering attacker capabilities.

The experiments setting includes two online question-

naires that are used to collect expert opinions about the like-

lihood of ease of causing threats for hypothetical IS: a VC

system and connected vehicles. We tested the hypothesis of

both systems. The results suggest that considering attacker

capabilities enables experts to be more certain in estimating

the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to the systems

they analyze.

We believe that the obtained results are sufficient evidence

to support our claim. Themain limitation to the validity of the

experiments is the small sample sizes. The limitation is

addressed through the use of statistical metrics based on the

student distribution (Gosset, 1908) and effect test. The use of

the student distribution enables hypothesis testing using

small size samples and the effect test allows evaluating

whether the results are of practical significance or not. We

also used two examples to check the hypothesis to strengthen

the validity of our conclusions.

http://www.fgse.nova.edu/edl/secure/stats/lesson5.htm
http://www.fgse.nova.edu/edl/secure/stats/lesson5.htm
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8. Impacts of the results on the state of the
art

The paper proposes incorporating attacker capabilities in the

risk exposure estimates of threats to ISs, which extends the

ISSRM domain model proposed by Dubois et al. (Dubois et al.,

2010) and existing approaches for risk estimation, such as the

model proposed byWheeler (Wheeler, 2011). The paper argues

that (1) denying attacker capabilities could be used to mitigate

the risk to ISs and (2) considering attacker capabilities in

estimating the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to ISs

helps reducing the uncertainty of the estimates.

Attacker capabilities are special conditions for threats;

making the conditions impossible implies mitigating the risks

of the related threats. Therefore, one approach tomitigate the

risk of a given threat is denying attackers the required capa-

bilities for the threat, when possibleethe approach is not

feasible for all threats to ISs. This could be achieved through

changing the architecture or the access policies of the sys-

tems. Examples of mitigating risks of threats through denying

attacker capabilities are provided in Section 6.

This result constitutes a new approach for risk mitigation.

Managers of ISs could considermitigating threats by changing

the architecture and the access policies of their systems as an

alternative to implementing security mechanismsewhen

possible. We believe that for some cases such change may

provide better return on investment.

The paper also demonstrates through 2 quantitative ex-

periments that considering attacker capabilities in estimating

the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to ISs helps

reducing the uncertainty of the estimatesesee Section 7. The

results suggest providing the experts with the extra informa-

tion, attacker capabilities, helps them to be more certain in

estimating the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to the

system they analyze. Unfortunately, incorporating attacker

capabilities in estimating the risk exposures of threats creates

an overhead. However, this limitation could be controlled by

limiting, for example, the attacker capabilities to be consid-

ered for each threat to the 3 capabilities that have the highest

likelihoods.

Recall that the high uncertainty in the risk estimates leads

the business managers to view the risk estimation activity as

of uncertain practical value (Bonnette, July 2003; Wheeler,

2011). The finding (incorporating attacker capabilities in esti-

mating the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to ISs

helps reducing the uncertainty of the estimates) helps pro-

ducing risk estimationwith less uncertainty. This shall reduce

the negative perception of the business managers about the

practical value of the threat estimation activity.

Moreover, current methods of security risk estimation rely

on expert judgments to estimate the risk exposures of threats

using estimation factors that vary based on the used estima-

tion method. The effectiveness of these proposed risk esti-

mation models have not been objectively evaluated (cf.

(Hubbard, 2009)). The method that we proposed and used in

this paper to measure the uncertainty of security experts in

estimating the likelihood of ease of causing threat could be

used in quantitative analysis experiments (Wohlin et al., 2012)
to evaluate the effectiveness of the threat likelihood factors

and risk estimation methods.

Finally, the paper shows that incorporating attacker ca-

pabilities reduces the uncertainty in estimating the ease of

causing threats and therefore the risk exposure estimates.

This leads to the questions: What are the information that

experts need to use so that the security risk exposure esti-

mates can be improved? How to measure the added value of

the information used in the security risk exposure estimates?

And what is the threshold of the number of factors we should

consider in estimating the risk exposures of threats? We will

investigate these questions in our future work.
9. Conclusions

The goal of the risk estimation activity is to enable business

owners of ISs to prioritize addressing the threats. The high

uncertainty in the risk exposure estimates, indicated by the

high differences between the estimates, leads the business

managers to view the exercise as of uncertain practical

value.

This paper proposes incorporating attacker capability in

estimating the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to ISs,

which is one of the risk estimate components. An attacker

capability is the ability to access or use a set of resources of the

ISs to exercise threats to the system. It enables the use of

appropriate means and opportunities to cause a given threat.

The paper proposes a method for incorporating attacker ca-

pabilities in estimating the likelihood of threats, illustrates the

method through two examples: a video conferencing system

and connected vehicles system, demonstrates that denying

attacker capabilities can reduce security risk to IS, and eval-

uates the effect of considering attacker capabilities on the

uncertainty in estimating the likelihoods of threats. It also

shows empirically that considering attacker capabilities in

estimating the likelihoods of ease of causing the threats to ISs

helps reducing the uncertainty of the estimates.

The use of attacker capabilities in estimating the likelihood

of ease of causing threats impacts the advices about the pri-

ority of mitigating threats. We suggest to consider attacker

capabilities in estimating the likelihood of ease of causing

threats because it helps to reduce the uncertainty of esti-

mating the risk exposures of threats to ISs, be more confident

in ranking the threats, and have better return on investment

in developing security measures for software.

The results of this work suggests the following 2 future

work directions. First, the identification of the impacts of

attack capabilities on the likelihood of ease of causing threats

and risk explore estimate of threats in general leads to several

other questions, such as what are the information that ex-

perts need to use so that the uncertainty in security risk

exposure estimates can be reduced? Second, the inherent

uncertainty of threat likelihood estimates due to the fact that

experts provide estimates based on perception rather than

reality leads to the question: How to account for such uncer-

tainty in estimating risks of IS threats?
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